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I am delighted that again this year I am able to host the fifth school business managers’ 
conference which will enable us to bring together business managers from a range of 
different schools across five or more boroughs within the West London area. I hope you will 
agree it will give an opportunity for you to network and share ideas and challenges with 
each other in this increasingly challenging time with budgets and within your own 
increasingly demanding and expanding roles.  
 
In relation to our Key Speakers attending on the day we welcome three new speakers and 
invite back Sir John Jones.  
 
Matthew Clements-Wheeler (confirmed)  leads the support staff at Bordesley Green Girls’ 
School in Birmingham. He is a trustee and Fellow of the UK National Association of School 
Business Management (NASBM) and chaired the SBM practitioner group which wrote the 
NASBM professional standards. He is the current link-trustee overseeing the development 
of an updated suite of qualifications for school business management professionals. He has 
a growing private practice advising a number of leading education organisations on policy 
issues, as well as delivering training and campaigning for better management of school 
resources. 

Ryan Green (Confirmed) from Pebble gives an insightful talk about the 12 months of 
research he’s undertaken, examining the culture and behaviour of school senior leadership 
teams. Sharing the results undertaken with 100’s of school leaders and analysis 
benchmarked against the DfE's schools financial efficiency metric data. This session will 
explore what changes need to happen within leadership teams to drive financial efficiency 
and sustainability and what strategies might guide the next generation of school business 
leader to achieve this. 
 
Mark Wilson (Confirmed) is Managing Director of i-teachers  who are an education 
consultancy company working nationally across the UK, aiming to be a trusted source of 
genuine talent for schools and colleges, and a 'go to' space for those wanting to forge a 
career in education. Mark will explore the proposal for a national framework agreement for 
supply of staff into schools, openly talking about the benefits and restrictions? 

Sir John Jones (Confirmed)  has considerable experience in education and he is committed 
to making a difference in the lives of individuals and in the sustained development of 
schools. He retains a very down to earth approach  to education, believing it to be about 
social change, never just about ticking boxes or meeting targets.  

 



Covering an impressive range of educational issues from leadership and inclusion to 
organisational development and ‘futures thinking’, Sir John is guaranteed to give all those 
who come into contact with him food for thought, practical ideas that will make a difference 
and a genuine and moving sense of awe at the  power teachers have to change young lives. 

Workshops available on the day include:- 

 

Workshop Round 1 Choices  

Sonia Malik,  Octavo Partnership Understanding Finance in a  MAT/CAT  

Ryan Green,  Pebble, -  Income Generation through lettings  and Services   

Dai Durbridge Browne Jacobson – 10 Top Tips to ensure Ofsted compliance  

 

Workshop Round 2 Choices  

Sonia Malik , Octavo Partnership Understanding Finance in a MAT/CAT  

Justin Smith, Chameleon Training   - Marketing/Branding, how schools can improve how they 

are perceived by potential new recruits and how they appear to the outside world  

Dai Durbridge Brown Jacobson  - 10 Top Tips to Ensure Ofsted  Compliance  

There will also be a range of exhibitors for you to meet on the day as well so you can meet 
some new suppliers and negotiate some good deals. 
 
 
Day delegate rates are £155.00 for non Ealing Workforce Schools, reduced rates apply to 
Ealing Workforce schools (please check CPDonline). If you would like to book please email 
Alison Bennett abennett@ealing.gov.uk 
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